Abstract. The smoothed particle hydrodynamics method has been deeply studied and vali-
INTRODUCTION
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method is a fully Langrangian, mesh-free method where the fluid domain is discretized by a set of calculation points called particles, where differential operators are evaluated through the use of a kernel function which determinates a range of interaction with the neighbor particles. It has firstly been introduced by Lucy [1] and Gingold & Monaghan [2] and has since been applied to a great variety of flow problems. In order to simulate incompressible flow, there are two main solutions available in the literature: (1) the method called Weakly-Compressible SPH (WCSPH) where the fluid is represented by the compressible Navier-Stokes equations and incompressibility is represented as a pseudo-compressibility where the sound speed is artificially set in a way to keep the density variation below a certain level (±1%  ); or (2) the Incompressible SPH (ISPH) method where the incompressibility of the flow is assured at each time step by solving a pressure Poisson equation to an arbitrary accuracy. Variations of the first approach exist like Riemann-resolution the time step is still limited by a CFL condition where the considered velocity is the one of the flow. The increase in time step permitted is thus limited to one order of magnitude only. It has been verified by the authors of the present article that only by getting the time step to its stability limits a CPU time comparable to the one of WCSPH can be achieved. Yet, the main advantage of using an implicit algorithm to solve Navier-Stokes equations is supposed to reside in the possibility to overcome the time steps limitations of an explicit algorithm, leading in Eulerian mesh-based methods (like the standard Finite Volume Method) to time steps which can be, depending on the flow, of several orders of magnitude (100, 1000…) bigger than the ones which have to be used in an explicit solution of the same flow. Thus, in the impossibility of getting lower computational costs, one may say that the advantage of ISPH is in getting a more stable and less noisy pressure field as well on its larger applicability, but as it can be verified on the literature, this method is only able to give the same quality of results as Riemann-SPH and -SPH and is applied up to now to a narrower spectrum of problems.
Hence, in order to justify better the use of the traditional Incompressible SPH algorithms, one must be able to find a manner to (1) , reduce the CPU time, or (2), overcome the CFL limitation, always in a way preserving the good quality of results already achieved by the method. The projection method has been largely used and studied in Finite Element Method ( [21] , [22] , [23] and [24] ). Gresho et al. [23] showed that the semi-implicit projection algorithm must respect a convective stability limit where CFL≤O(5-10), which corresponds to 5-10 times the WCSPH time step. Later Christon & Carroll [24] stated that CFL≈5 is a reasonable trade-off between accuracy and computational cost for Finite Element Method-based CFD algorithms. In ISPH this condition can also be verified, even though when increasing the CFL number the quality of the results is poorer. In the present article we propose a solution to the first restriction (reduce the CPU time) by making the solution of the PPE explicit. That way, we intend to reduce the CPU time and at the same time achieve results that are of comparable accuracy to the existing SPH algorithms. Also, in the method we are presenting, an existing technique, XSPH [25] , will be used to stabilize the scheme when applied to free-surface flows.
Regarding the explicit solution of the PPE itself, it has already been used to simulate viscous flows by Rafiee et al. in [26] where focus was given to fluid structure interaction problems. Nonetheless, the latter cited article lacks of an analysis of the method as well as of a validation process to assess its applicability compared to the existing SPH techniques. Here we argue on the explicit ISPH method properties, we propose dedicated techniques necessary to its application to free-surface flows, and we validate it on a large series of benchmark test cases.
The present article is organized on the following way: first the governing equations are presented; then the SPH method is shortly exposed; right after, a review of the existing ISPH algorithms is made; then the explicit ISPH algorithm is explained together with the new stabilizing technique; then the boundary treatment is presented (including the new free-surface detection algorithm); finally, the results of the proposed method are discussed on four test cases: the lid-driven cavity flow, the flow past a cylinder and two dam-break simulations: one in 2D and another in 3D; conclusions are then drawn.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Within ISPH, we consider the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in a moving Lagrangian referential:
where ρ, p, u ,υ and F stand for density, pressure, velocity, kinematic viscosity and body force respectively. The viscous term may be neglected when these equations are applied to flows which can be considered quasi-inviscid.
SPH METHODOLOGY
In SPH the fluid domain is discretized by a finite number of particles which represent elementary fluid volumes. Each particle has its own volume (V j ) and some other physical properties. In order to evaluate a field f i for a i-th particle one has to use the following convolution sum:
where f j is the value of f for the particle j, and W ij =W(r i -r j ,h) a smoothing kernel function with h being the measure of the kernel support known as smoothing length and r ij the distance between particles i and j. To evaluate the gradient of the field f one may use (5):
We may consider the evaluation of the particle density which is given by (6):
Now we can discretize the terms on (1) and (2) using the SPH formulation.
Viscous Operator
The viscous operator used in this article is the one given by Morris et al [27] already used on ISPH:
where υ is the kinematic viscosity.
Pressure Gradient
The pressure gradient is computed using the formulation already used for Standard SPH and in semi-implicit ISPH [12] .
Laplacian Operator
The laplacian operator used to discretize the pressure Poisson equation is the same as the one used in (7) for the viscosity. This operator has already been applied to ISPH by Xu et al [12] and when applied to the pressure terms it reads:
REVIEW OF THE TRADITIONAL ISPH METHODS
In order to get incompressible pressure and velocity fields the Navier-Stokes equations are splitted into two parts following the projection method [28] . The first contains the viscous and body forces, and the second contains the pressure force. Between the two parts, the pressure Poisson equation is solved, from which the incompressible pressure field results.
In the first part, considered to be the prediction part, intermediate particles velocities are computed by: The final velocity field is obtained by applying the pressure gradient term from the momentum equation:
By applying the divergence operator to (12) and knowing that the incompressibility condition (1) must be respected, we get the pressure Poisson equation (PPE) for the divergence free (ISPH_DF) variant:
The pressure field obtained from (13) is incompressible, and is used to update particle velocities and positions in (12) and (14), respectively. (14) The PPE for the ISPH_DI variant is obtained by applying the continuity assumption (15) into (14) . (15) The PPE for the density invariant variant reads: (12) and (14) .
This method, as already stated in the introduction, presents a major downside: its computational cost. Actually, in order to solve the PPE one has to use an iterative solver like BiCGStab or GMRES, but the use of these methods implies higher CPU costs and also scalability issues. This particularity would not be seen as a downside if the time step could be largely increased as it happens in Eulerian mesh-based Finite Volume Methods. However, due to the semi-implicit nature of the ISPH method, the time step cannot be increased of more than O(≈5) times the one used in WCSPH. One could justify the use of the method by the quality of its results, but enhanced WCSPH variations like Riemann-SPH and -SPH are able to give as smooth and accurate pressure results without a large computational cost increase.
EXPLICIT ISPH
Here we will present the novel ISPH method by which we search to avoid the computational cost of solving the pressure Poisson equation as well as the scalability issues resulting from a linear system traditional solving procedure. As seen on the previous section, the PPE can be represented by the following form: (19) where A ij is a matrix variable depending on the formulation used to discretize the laplacian operator, B i is RHS vector of the PPE. In a simplified manner we may represent (19) as: B Ax  (20) Equation (20) is generally solved using a BiCGStab or a GMRES algorithm, but, as one may also notice, it can be solved using a Jacobi method. Within this method we assume that we can split the A ij matrix into two parts: one containing the diagonal terms (D) and another containing the terms outside the diagonal (R). Then we can iterate until reaching the solution by using the following relation:
where k is the iterative step. If we apply (21) into (19) and if we replace k (iteration) by n (time step) we get an explicit expression for the PPE: (22) where is nothing more than (in other words, the diagonal term D) and stands for the terms outside the diagonal (R) multiplied by the pressure. Needless to say that the operators and are evaluated at positions * i r . Of course, using a simple Jacobi-like solution is known to be less accurate than using an iterative solution, but one must remember that we will use small time steps, resulting in a large number of Jacobi evaluations in the end. Thus, we intend to verify in the present paper that, with this new method, we are able to keep the quality of results given by the semiimplicit ISPH algorithm and decrease the CPU costs required by the latter.
Stabilizing method
It is stated in the literature that ISPH is unstable in the presence of a free-surface, where particles tend to move more freely. In order to correct this instability, several stabilizing methods have been proposed in the literature (see, [12] , [14] and [15] ), all of them showing to be very performing, specially the FVPM-like technique [12] . Here we decided to use the XSPH method [25] : a correction that acts smoothing the particle velocities and is defined as follows:
where  is usually taken as 0.5, but may vary according to the simulation.
The main advantage of this method is its simplicity compared to the already existing stabilizing techniques. In our experience, it showed to be as efficient as other techniques both when applied in the explicit and semi-implicit ISPH.
Time step
In WCSPH the time step is given by a CFL condition depending on the sound speed (C 0 ) and for viscous flows there is also a viscosity-based CFL condition. In ISPH the time step is computed in a similar way, where the speed of sound is replaced by the maximum velocity of the flow (u max ). (25) where CFL is a factor chosen by the user varying according the simulation. By using a larger time step the convective stability criteria would not be respected and the incompressible condition would be broken. The best compromise time step duration -accuracy has not been studied in detail yet, and we use rather low CFL numbers for now (O(1)). However, this permits still faster incompressible SPH calculations than with a semi-implicit solver (cf. below).
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND FREE-SURFACE DETECTION
Here we describe the procedure applied to get the different types of boundary conditions that are necessary for the test cases: free-slip and no-slip walls, inflow, outflow, and the free-surface treatment. Within the explicit ISPH presented here, the free-surface is automatically taken into account by the SPH operators even for the pressure computation, as in WCSPH [19] . We are thus not theoretically obliged to detect the particles belonging to the free-surface in order to apply the dynamic boundary condition there. However, in the simulation of fast dynamics situations more stable results are obtained when imposing that dynamic boundary condition on the free-surface.
Ghost particles
The ghost-particle method is used in this article to apply the wall (slip or no-slip), inflow and outflow boundary conditions. Within this technique ghost particles are created inside the wall by mirroring fluid particles as proposed by [29] or [30] . This method has been widely used in ISPH to enforce boundary conditions ( [5] and [12] ). In order to enforce a free-slip boundary condition, velocities and pressures are symmetrised on the ghost particles. Recently De Leffe et al [31] proposed a modification on the no-slip boundary conditions in WCSPH where the no-slip conditions is only applied to the viscous part of the Navier Stokes equations and for the hyperbolic part the free-slip condition is applied. This way they achieved to prevent the particle instability close to the walls. In this article we decided to use the same assumption, i.e., we will use the no-slip condition only for the viscous part of (2) whereas for the PPE we will use the slip condition.
Free-surface detection algorithm
In the semi-implicit ISPH method the free-surface boundary condition must be applied to solve the PPE and to do so the particles belonging to the free-surface must be detected. Traditionally the free-surface is detected by evaluating the particle intermediate densities and , it is considered to be at the free-surface. This method has been largely used in ISPH and in MPS (Moving Particle Semi-implicit method). A similar method has been proposed in [9] in which the detection depends on the divergence of particle positions, where a threshold value is used to define if the particle is on the free-surface.
Here we propose the use of the method proposed in [20] which is divided into two steps: first the eigenvalues of the renormalization matrix are computed for each particle and then, based on the higher eigenvalue (), we split the fluid domain into three subsets of particles: E, B and I.E represents the particles that belong to jets or drops of water; B those who are close to the free-surface, and I those who are in the interior of the fluid. This first step being performed only the subset of particles B is checked again in the second part of the algorithm which takes into account the geometrical characteristics of the particle distribution to determine whether a particle is or is not on the free-surface. For more details, refer to [20] .
INTERNAL FLOWS VALIDATIONS
The explicit ISPH method was tested and validated on 2 different benchmarks tests for internal flows: lid-driven cavity flow and 2D flow past a circular cylinder. In this article we consider the Divergence Free variant of the explicit Incompressible SPH method. Comparison is made between the new method and existing SPH algorithms.
Lid-driven cavity flow
This benchmark is a test widely used to validate numerical solvers. It has been used to validate the Finite Volume method, see e.g. [32] .Here we confront explicit ISPH results to WCSPH and FVM results. The geometry is a square of side L (1m) with 3 fixed walls and one moving top-wall with a constant velocity of 1 m/s as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 . Lid-driven cavity flow sketch. The kernel used is the cubic spline with an average of 30 neighbor particles for all the simulations. The simulation was performed until a stationary state was achieved, i.e. after 50 seconds in physical time.
For the Reynolds number of Re=1000, we compare the explicit ISPH_DF method to the WCSPH [31] method (with a RK4 integration scheme) and to Finite Volume method (FVM) results. The particle distribution considered (x=0.005m) results in 40000 particles. The velocity profiles are compared to Ghia et al. [32] results and the pressure profiles to a FVM package (STARCCM+) as displayed in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows a very good agreement between the explicit ISPH_DF, the Finite Volume method, and WCSPH on the velocity profile. From the left-hand side of Figure 2 we can see that the new explicit ISPH method results in a much less noisy pressure field than the one from standard WCSPH. The pressure profile is also quite similar to the one predicted by the Eulerian FVM solver, but for a background pressure. Actually, although in ISPH we no longer have the limitation given by the equation of state we still use the same operators as those used in WCSPH and, as a consequence, the method suffers as well from tensile instability (TI) when confronted to negative pressures. This explains why there is no negative pressure in Figure 2 : whenever there is a region under negative pressure, particles tend to move in a way to create a void in WCSPH, but in explicit ISPH no void was encountered during the simulations, errors resulted rather in an average positive pressure, which can be considered a background pressure. However, when a correction is applied to the operators, renormalization [33] for example, one may encounter high levels of tensile instability. In order avoid this instability one may use a TI control technique. Here we decided not to apply any TI control as its influence on ISPH method has not been verified yet. One quick solution for an internal flow is the use of background pressure in (12) , which level has to be chosen to prevent any negative pressure. Figure 2 . Velocity profile in the x-direction at a constant x section (x=0.5m) and pressure profile on a constant y section (y=0.5m).Comparison between FVM [32] (black dots), Explicit ISPH_DF (red line), and WCSPH (green line) with a particle discretization of x = 0.005m.
2D flow past a circular cylinder
The objective of this test is to validate the approach for non-flat geometries. The configuration of the simulations is shown in Figure 3 , where D=1.0m. Results obtained by explicit ISPH are compared to experimental data [34] and to standard WCSPH. Comparable pressure coefficient profiles are also found, see the right-hand side of Figure 5 . We may also notice at the same figure the effect of particles reorganization on the boundary layer detachment ( =1.7 for ISPH and =1.9 for WCSPH): a pressure increase isverified at this position. Reynolds numbers compared to experimental results of [34] . Several simulations have been performed at Reynolds numbers ranging in . The left-hand side of Figure 5 shows the drag coefficient compared to experimental results by [34] . Explicit ISPH shows the same behavior as in experiments, but predicting slightly higher drags.
FREE-SURFACE FLOWS VALIDATIONS

2D dam-break flow against a wall
In this first dam-break test case, the flow impacts a vertical wall. The sketch of the problem is shown in Figure 6 where p1 and p2 indicate two pressure sensors positioned at a height of 0.160m and 0.584m from the bottom, according to the experiment done by [35] . Figure 7 , we show the p1 pressure profile obtained with both the Riemann-based SPH and explicit ISPH solvers, which is compared to experimental results (using a Gaussian kernel). The explicit ISPH solution presents a similar behavior to the already validated Riemann-SPH solver with a little less noisy signal. The proposed approach shows also a closer agreement with the experimental signal on average, even if the Riemann-SPH solver captures better the first peak at ≅ 1.9. Besides, the explicit ISPH solver better captures the pressure peak following the collapse of the void cavity which is entrapped by the plunging jet coming back from the wall (at ≅ 6.4). Figure 9 . Pressure signal at p1: comparison between explicit ISPH_DF, Riemann-SPH and experimental results for x = 0.005m. On the other hand, in Figure 8 , we can see that explicit ISPH and semi-implicit ISPH (both in their divergence-free variant) solvers present similar results although the latter predicts a much more noisy pressure profile even though the same time step is considered here. Actually, in order to better compare the accuracy of the different solvers, the same time step was used for all of them, chosen as the Riemann-SPH one.
When the number of particles is increased one can see in Figure 9 that the new ISPH scheme gets closer to the experience: the bubble collapse peak is well detected and the pressure decays in a very good agreement. Apart from the first peak, the explicit ISPH solution is also much closer to the experiments than the Riemann-SPH solution.
One can note as well that the cost of the semi-implicit variant is 3 times as big as for the explicit variant for the coarser mesh, and this figure increases when using a finer particle resolution. Even though the CFL number might be chosen a bit closer to 1 in the semi-implicit ISPH solver than in the explicit one, efficiency is still higher for the proposed explicit version which is also more accurate (less noisy).
3D dam-break flow against a rectangular step
We now consider a dam-break with 3D effects where an accurate experience was performed by Kleefsman et al. [36] . This problem involves a rectangular step and its geometry is shown in Figure 10 . Here only the results for one particle resolution are presented; we got similar conclusions for other distributions. The discretization with a particle spacing of x = 0.01m results in 676500 particles. Comparison is also made to two different SPH formulations available on the SPH-Flow code developed by Ecole Centrale Nantes and Hydrocean: Riemann-SPH and -SPH where the last one has already been validated for free-surface flows using this same test in [4] . These last two methods use a Runge-Kutta 4 time integration scheme and all the simulations are performed using a cubic spline kernel and an average of 80 neighbor particles.
In the experiments 8 pressure sensors were placed along the step as seen on the left hand side of Figure 10at a constant y section (y=0.471m) . In right side of Figure 10 one can note that good agreement is found with the experiments and the other solvers. More specifically, the explicit ISPH solution is very close to the -SPH one and less noisy than all the other SPH variants. Table 1 compares the CPU times used by the confronted methods running with the same time step. Explicit ISPH outperforms the other methods in terms of CPU cost while keeping a similar quality in the results. This lower cost is explained by the smaller number of loops over all the particles necessary in the scheme presented in this article in comparison to the usual enhanced WCSPH schemes. 
CONCLUSIONS
A novel incompressible SPH algorithm was presented where the pressure Poisson equation is solved in an explicit Jacobian-like manner. This drastically reduces the computational cost needed to solve this equation which was usually done by using a Bi-CGSTab or a GMRES solver. The proposed explicit ISPH method also relies on two new improvements: the use of a more precise free-surface detection algorithm proposed in [20] and the use of XSPH to stabilize free-surface flows. A variety of test cases was used to validate the method: viscous flows, with the inclusion of new developments in the ghost-method to treat the no-slip boundary condition as in [31] , and free-surface flows, both in 2D and 3D. The algorithm has shown, in some cases, a better accuracy than existing SPH methods (including the semiimplicit ISPH) and in other cases a similar behavior, with always a reduced CPU cost.
We can foresee the use of this method for other types of flows for which the existing SPH methods may lack of performance and to which the semi-implicit ISPH method has already been confronted: wave propagation, multi-fluid flows and fluid structure interaction. Future work will include a detailed study of the compromise time step duration-accuracy, especially to check how close one can get to the convection CFL limit.
